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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes the general features of the 

Cern West Area Neutrino Facility Narrow Band Beam 

and the method used to obtain the antineutrino cross-

section at high energy. The results of an investigation 

of the beam parameters obtained from the muon flux 

distributions are presented together with the 

latest data on the antineutrino cross-section from 

the WA47 exposure of the Big European Bubble Chamber. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	HISTORY 

The neutrino was first postulated to exist by Pauli in 1933 

as a spin one half particle to explain the apparent non-conservation of 

angular momentum in the 	decay of neutrons. This idea was made quanti- 

tative by Fermi(1)  using the spinor formalism of Dirac. The first, 

interactions of neutrinos were observed by Reines and Cowan(2)  in 

1956 who used the neutrino flux from a nuclear reactor. Their experi-

ment showed that a el-c cLd _ n:u44, e e,.uxtemitted from the interaction of a 

neutrino coming from (3 decay with nucleons and thereby demonstrated 

that Nuctr i via i w%"e etion6 ce tact 	e e,qme,(fai This is now 

known as electron lepton-number conservation. The existence of two 

types of neutrino was demonstrated experimentally in 1962 at 

Brookhaven(3)  using beams of pions and kaons which both decay to moons 

and neutrinos. The number of electron events seen was consistent 

with the known branching ratio of kaon into electron , neutrino 

plus pion and all other events were seen to have a muon in the final 

state. Thus there was another lepton conservation rule, that of 

muon lepton number, which was conserved independently of electron 

lepton number. 

These reactions all occur throng: the exchange of a charged 

particle, known as the intermediate vector boson, and are given the 

generic name charged current, o CC. interactions. However, some 

decays could not be described by charged current exchange alone. 

Consider the decay IN, >/ . Since strangeness is conserved 

in both strong and electromagnetic interactions, this decay must 
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proceed through the weak interaction. Eowever, strangeness-changing 

charged current interactions are suppressed relative to non strangeness-

changing interactions by only sin 
2eC = .05, but the branching ratio 

r°>/{411:2~-> 0{1 is of the order 10-8' Thus it seemed that either 

the neutral current interaction postulated by Weinberg and Salam(4) 

in 1967 was very weak or strangeness changing neutral currents do 

not exist. 

In 1973 the existence of Neutral Currents (NC) was confirmed by 

the Gargamelle collaboration at CERN.(5) The suppression of strange-

ness — changing neutral currents was explained by the GIM(6) mechan-

ism by the introduction of a fourth quark with charge +2/3 which 

cancels the exchange of the u quark in fig 1.1. 

The discovery of eft. events in the &I-et- storage rings SPEAR at 

SLAC(7) was shown to be due to a new lepton, the tau, which was 

assumed to have its own tau-neutrino to accompany it. In this way 

all the le ptons and quarks can be grouped into left-handed (i.e. V-A 

coupling, see chapter (2))rreak isospin doublets (Fig 1.2). The dis-

covery of the b quark with charge -1/3 in 1978, introduced a new 

doublet. If the t quark were discovered the lepton-quark symmetry, 

which some theorists regard as a fundamental symmetry of nature, would 

be restored. At the time of writing the best chance of restoring this 

symmetry lies with the ee storage ring Petra, at Hamburg, but so 

far top (the t quark) has failed to show itself. 

1.2 THE 200GeV/C NARROW BAND EXPERDENT  

With the advent of high energy proton accelerators at FNAI and 

CERN it became possible to produce high energy beams of pions and kaons 

which could be made to produce high energy beams of neutrinos by 
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allowing them to decay. The experiment on which this thesis is based 

was proposed in 1974 and was designed to study all aspects of neutrino 
physics at high energy. The Bubble chamber BEBC (Big European Bubble 

Chamber) was used to obtain the data, it being originally designed as 

a weak interaction chamber. 

The neutrino beam was the CERN Narrow Blind Beam which provides 

a dichromatic beam of Neutrinos of known energy spread. This beam 

enabled a more detailed and accurate study of neutrino cross—sections, 

structure functions and neutral current interactions than had 

previously been possible. 

Six European research groups collaborated on the initial experi-

ment in January 1977, which was given the label WA19, and were joined 

by another laboratory for further running at the end of 1978, designated 

WA47. (Refs. 1.8 — 1.13) . 

The subject of this thesis will be the authors' contribution to 

the data reduction of the events found on the WA19 film, and his work 

on the analysis of the flux data to obtain cross—sections for WA47. 
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CHAPTER 2  

THEORY 

2.1 KINEMATICS  

i?outriao interactions take place through the =change of either a 

neutral or charged intermediate vector boson Fig, (2.1). In describing 

this process, if final state hadron dictributionc aro ignored, the 

reaction may be described co elotoly with the knovledgo of three 

variables. The once measured a=perimentally ere:- 

- the laboratory incident neutrino cnorig 

U/i.s, - tho laboratoryn energy 

®/.c, m tho laboratory mu nn angle with respect to the incident 

neutrino direction. 

From theco variables, and tho mass of nucleon one may construct 

several Lorentz in xariant quantities :- 
(Qa ¢ ( 	111)2 	26i4 E. C )- ( ®p-) 

a 

+'4/ . = v/ ey 
0.2/2 m _ 	2. e+~.t 

	

5 = 	C k~-?) 	Ak -P-  

the symbols are defined in fig. 2.1. Q2 is the invariant mass of the 

ozchmigxd boron, S% the energy tr'cnefor batmen the leptons, y the frac-

tion of the incident neutrino energy carried by the. hadx-onia -rLual state 

after the interaction and s the total centre of mass energy. The sig-

nificance of the variable x till become apparent later, but in fact is 

the fraction of the nucicon temnntun carried by the struck quark-pin. 

2.2 	CRUSS-SECTIONS 

Tho cross-section for neutrino nucleon scattering depends upon 

the form of the interaction and is unlit-11y expressed in terms of the 

current-current hypothesis(1) which is written in the form 

5~ 

 

(1.e1.4-01Q --Y'" C 	cLtel i&. ) 



iho lepton current is Moll described in terms of dirac spinor fields 

and in weak interactions has a V — A form. That iv, it is a sum of 

vector and aricl vector currents, so called because of their spatial 

transformation properties. The hadron current is more complicated, 

however, if the ueah: interaction is mediated by a vector particle the 

number of terms it may contain is 3, one for each spin compo- 

nont of the exchanged particle. Each tern is multiplied by an un-

determined function Wi(i.42,3). These Wi (termed form factors) may 

in principle be different for neutrino, antineutrino and neutron and 

proton. Hence the maximum number of W's is 12 (three for each inter-

action vp, vn, vp, vn). Houever, for strangeness conserving processes 

the number of independent Wi may be reduced by use of charge symmetry: 

h 1 l lm _ tr1 	
- 	P_ 411 

t,4:114:::: 

 

so the number of independent Wt a is now thee. 

If final state hadron distributions are not observed, there are 

tr-o independent kinematical variables at the hadronic vertex namely Q2 

and.). Thus the Wi can only be functions of these two variables. By 

summing over all possible polarisation states we find the cross—section 

for charged current neutrino nucleon scattering is then 

dō' 	z-- G~ ti. rCts10 Ulz(Q1,v)+25~wZ Witev)?' tvtiS̀,s2(9/Ya(eY) 
oWaty ZJIA.t 6-v 	a 	 "'t 

(2,1 ) 

2.3 	SCALING  

Of fundarental importance to the analysis in this thesis and all 

neutrino experiments is the hypothesis of soling, first proposed by 

Bjorkeu(2). The scaling argument states that in the high energy limit 

(E,p1)- the • dimensionless structure functions become independent of 

energy and are functions only of the dimensionless ratio: 

dc.  

nn 	►U 
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0 there are any throeholds in the reaction due to the production of heavy 

particles (o.g. charms) thou scaling ought to set in at higher energy. 

The assumption is that there are no intrinsic masses in the problem 

above the mass m and at high energy the cross-section should become 

independent of this mass. Rewriting the crose-section formula 2.1 in 

terms of the scaling variables x and y to find, for charge t,yiuuuotric 

Z 	~ 	 a d s 	= Css [(1-y) ~(~) ~. ~y r (c) t y(L-~/)'LF 6(S ( 2.z.) 
cLx~~ zr 

where, as e,pocted the term in brackets has no s dopond-ence The F1 

arc related to the W's by 

(X) = w,(cIZ ) v) 
FA L=) = 	 Q?y) 
F3 (x) z 	Q; v) 

and are assumed the same for v ,.4 using charge symmetry. The main 

results of the scaling hypthecie are that the neutrino cross-section 

rises linearly with s, and the :sly dependence is independent of s. 

2.4 	PA.RTO1 MODEL 

If we assume that hadrow are made up of constituents of dif-

ferent types, each with its own distribution function in the fractional 

momentum of the hadron carried by that constituent, then if tg is the 

fractional momentum 

S
- N = 	b Qr e c c e .sti1.ueJs 

W,i(I)c)"1 

we further assume that these constituents interact independently.. 

(1.e. sic net interact with each other and have coin like cross—sec 

ticns). It may then be easily seen that if such a constituent is 

scattered, it results in a momentum transfer Q2 = 2'v from the following 

argument. 

nuclei, 

Consider the frame in which the pa=ton recoils with equal 
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nomcntum in the opposite direction (fig. (2.2)). We havo, for massless 

particles 

=~T, 0, 0,p) 

iZ 2t 

= Q1 - 5 
ZK%v 

the neutrino-nucleon cross-section may now be written as a sum of the 

elementary point like cross-sections:- 

(o, o , 01 ) 

Fig (2.3) shows the elementary cross-sections in Quark carton Model for 

various scattering processes. 

2.5 	QUARK PARTON MODEL  

It is assumed that the pentons are the spin one hAlf quarks of 

ordinary hadron spectroscopy, bound by gluons which have no weak or 

electromagnetic interactions. Nucleons are assumed to be made of 

valence quarks surrounded by a sea of quark anti-quark pairs. For the 

proton, the valence quarks are Waand by definition all quark dis-

tribution functions are measured with respect to the proton. From the 

quantum numbers of the proton, too followinvidsntities hold 

S(u.c 	- 2 	ct:z. " 0 

S(d.c>c)-ā()) 	I 	S(cam)- ~(x))d) = O 

where u, d, a, c, n, a, -s, c are the up, dorm, strange and charm 

quark and anti-quark distribution functions which are functions of 

x anly0 . 	The neutron distribution functions are obtained from the 

proton distribution functions by exchanging u and d. 

The cross-sections per nucleon for targets with equal numbers 
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charmed quarks·. (See Appendix B). 

2.6 CONSEQUENCES OF THE QUARK PARTON MODEL 

By- comparing the equations 2.2 and 2.~{Stft appendix Ii) the 

following correspondences DI8.7 be mad. between the quark distribution 

functions and the structure tunctions:-

La) 2.x. c:\ . - r~ -
lii) 'X. F'3 -= 'JI-q, 

{iii) C;T~lI ;: ~ cD- S F~ ol-,: 
l.rf 

( iv ) cYlI - 0"" ii .: . a. C; l,.s ~ "F3 t!-", 
:3 -.;:-".-_ 

(" ) ~X.Fl clx ~ Q-Q ""- ~ (o-v-a-~ ') ---S F,.,.c:l)( ~+~ 0-" T tr.-.;; 

- ~- \(3 R= 0"'", 
(vi) Q - .--- \ - ttl"! C;; Q. 

in the above relations'-,"ihe '7 'dEq?eDde~ce has. been ~lieitly 1nt~ted 

over, and the notation:-

Q:: ~ ~ (x.) clx.. 

Q - ~ ~(~) cl~ 
has been used. 

The tirst of the above relations 1s known as the Callan- Gross 

relation (3) and if found to hold tests the spin one-halt nature of the 

quark tields. Experimentally. this' is measured by fitting the- y dis:tl:bu

tiona in charged current- s and if' found not to be true adds an extra term 

R(l -~) into the brackets ot equations 2.3, where 

I 

I 
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J11 experiments so far are consistent. with the value R 0, albeit with 

largo errors, and thus demonstrates the spin one-half character of the 

quarks. Using this relation and charge retry the number of indepen-

dent structure functions has been reduced from three. to two, namely 

F2  and xF3. 

Relation (iii) onables the fraction of the nucleon momentum 

carried by the quarks and antiquarks to bo mac,surcds -with the value 

of G2  in principle already measured in other weak interaction experi-

ments. 

Relations (ii) and (iv) deal with the difference of neat zure 

and anti-neutrino scattering and measure the valence quark distribu. 

tions. The measurement of F3  itself is particularly important owing 

to the grows-Leuellyn Smith sum rule(4)  which states 

Ç' x 3  dLx 
^ 3  

a 	x 

i.e. the number of quarks in the nucleon should be three. This can 

only be measured from the differential cross-sections which will not 

be discussed horse 

Relations (v) and (vi) follow immediately from relations 

(i) - (iv) and allow the relative anti-quark momentum fraction to be 

measured. 

With the discovery of scaling violations at SLAC(3), and their 

subsequent confirmation by the experiment described in this thesis 

at higher Q2, the quark distribution functions become dependent on Q2  
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us- well co. x, This. analysis also- roqu;. o -a: sttud3r of tho differential 

cross—sections und will not be attempted. in- this; -:thou. 

Eb continuo with a description of the experimental layout of 

Wb19 and 47 and a presentation of the authors' work on the noutrino flux 

for WA47. The final chapter deals with the cross—section data rvail-

able at the time of writing. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BEBC, EMI  SCANNING AND MEASUREMENT  

The data analysed in this thesis teas obtained in the Big Enropcen 

Bubble Chamber (BEBC) at CERN exposed to the Wost Area Neutrino Facility 

(WANF) 200GoV/C Narrow Band Beam. Data taking was performed in January 

1977, with the first results appearing in September 1977. This chapter 

rill  describe the chamber and its External Huon Identifier (EMI) and 

the method used at Imperial College to analyse the film. A doscMiption 

of the beam, and the authors'work on flux measurement is left to later 

chapters. 

~.1 	BEBC  

.3.1.1 CHAMBER CONSTRUCTION  

The-body of the chamber is essentially an upright, cylinder of 

radius i. 85m and height 4m, made of 8 cm thiCknees:.-- 	ess steel and 

completely enclosed in a vacuum,t.a •.ta rcduc .heating of the-liquid inside 

to a minimum. The piston in housed in a cylindrical extension of the 

chamber and is 181 cm- in d5ameter. The inside of the chamber is lined 

with a retro-reflective material:(Scotchlito) to enable the bubbles 

formed by tracks passing through the chamber to. be viewed as light 

images on a dark background. The seotchiito has fiducial marks (fixed 

reference points) printed onto it for off-line measurement purposes. 

The general layout of the chamber is shown in Figs. (3.1) and (3.2). 

3.1.2 MAGNETTIC FIELD  

In order to ] asure the momentum of charged tracks originating in 

the °harsher liquid, BEBC is surrounded by two super-conducting coils 

raised to a 17 volt potential and supplied with-a current of -5.,700 

Amperes. Those coils produce an approrimptely uniform magnetic field 

of 3.51, within the chamber volume, which is mapped out with Fa11 probes 

and supplied as a set of titles (data cards) for the geometry programmes 

to reconstruct the momenta of the tracks off-line. 
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.3.20_0.  CAMERAS AND OPTICS  

The hemispherical .dome?. of BEBC is fitted.. with. five: port-holes, 

four of which are supplied with cameras, each with their own flash 

tube to enable stereoscopic reconstruction of the events in the chamber. 

Duo to the large size of the chamber, fish-oyo optic' are used so each 

camora view= as much of the chamber volume as possible. The fiducial 

marks on the aide of the chamber were used to fit the optical distortion 

parameters of the lenses. Those parameters amused by the geometry 

progrrmi along with the magmatic field map and the fiducial marks for 

event reconstruction by computer. 

3.1.4 LIQUID  

In order . to. porf'- _n- neutrino . omporimont. in: a. bubble chamber 

the liquid has to have very special properties. At high. energies, 

=7- photons frill be emitted. from the primary vertex,- and. unless the 

radiation length (distance for (1 - e71) of the photons.to be converted) 

is small much of the neutral energy will onsapc.from the chamber and 

hence be unmeasurable. 

Secondly, in order to gain sufficient event rate the liquid,should 

be as dense as possible, that is, the chamber should have as large a 

fiducial mass as possible° 

Thirdly, for later analysis of the data in- termini of sealing 

variables (described in chapter 2) the liquid should have equal numbers 

of protons and neutrons, i.e. be isoeea1cr. 

For this experiment, a 74% molar mixture of Ne-H2  (n/p = .93) 

was chosen, the radiation length being 44 cams. Fig.. 3.3 shoos the 

conversion length of the photons for charged current events found during 
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the 11A19 running, and Fig. 3.4 ar~"'-misos the operating conditions of 

the chamber. 

3.2 THE  

3.2.1 CONSTRUCTION  

The bubble—chamber is surrounded by an array of Multi—wire 

proportional chambers uhicb.servo to identify muons coming from neutrino 

interactions in the chamber liquid, and is known as the External. union 

Identifier (E a) . 

Tae EMI is cituatcd n from BEBC and consists of high resolution 

Chambers in the forward direction for identification of fast muons and 

lover resolution chambers for slower muons arranged around. the chamber 
0 	 0 

and spenning.t20 horizontally enctt& vo caily -viewed from the centre 

of the bubble chamber. In all, fifty chambers wore used, the dimensions 

and layout of the wires in each chamber are shown in Fig 3.5. 

In between BEBC and the EMI are between 5 and 15 interaction 

lengths of iron to stop hadrons leaving the bubble chamber from hitting 

the EMI. 

3.2.2 EMI INEFFICIENCY  

Tho EMI may load to a miss classification of CC and NC events 

duo to fht eff gets :- 

(a) For low momontum muons the track may not roach the EMI as it has 

short range or becomes trapped by the magnetic field in or around the 

chamber. This effect was seen to be small above a momsntub of 5 GoV/C 

and so a cut was imposed at this momentum with all events below the cut 

being deliberately classified as NC. Above 5 GeV/C the inefficiency of 

the EMI was estimated in two ways: 
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(i) A camplo of 2000 straight through beam associated moons of different 

momenta and angler coro measured and extrapolated to the EMI by the EMI 

programme (to be doccribcd lator). 

(ii) A comparison of the Pl spectrum of right and wrong sign tracks in 

NC was npdo. There was an excess of right sign tracks at high PT which 

uns interpreted as being duo to electronic EMI inefficiency. Both 

mothods give the came result of (2.5 i.1 .0)%inefficiency above 5GeV/C 

anion momentum. 

(b) Accidental association of hits in the EMI i ith the prediction from 

the extrapolation prograimo generates false charged-current ovonts. This 

was estimated by attempting to associate hits from the previous beam 

spill to the extrapolation of the hadron tracks from a different pulse. 

This givos appro-eimately 3% mic-classification of NC 	tri~oven as CC ovonts 

per leaving right sign hadron in neutrino, and 1% in anti-neutrinow 

(0) It is possible for a leaving hadron to decay in flight and give 

a false moon hit in the EMI. This gras found to be a small effect and 

Has ignored in this experiment. 

3.3 SCANNING 

x.3.1 INITIAL SCANS 

After developing by CERN the rolls of film are sent out for data 

reduction to each of the si= laboratories in the collaboration. This and 

subsequent sections describe the method employed at Imperial College to 

prepare the final DST (Data Summary Tape) of the events found on the 

rolls of film allocated to Imperial College. 

On arrival at Imperial College the film is cut into quarter rolls 
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(each with 1500 frames on throe views) for easier handling on the scan- 

ning machines. The initial scans on three vious aro performed by train-

ed scanners on all the film  to locate the various types of event. The 

various classes of event recorded wore:- 

(a) Background Events  

(i) X - event duo to an incoming hadrol (forward. or backward) 

not signed by a S ray (a knock-on electron kicked out 

of an atom by the hadron)- 	_ 

(ii) Y - event due to an incoming hadron signed by a £ ray 

(iii) Z - lou energy neutron stars, and 	a possible source 

of contamination in the Neutral Current sample of 

events 

(iv) - neutrino interactions in the wall of the chamber 

(b) • Neutrino Events  

Any- other event in the chamber liquid which cannot be ascribed to 

the above background types is assumed to be from a neutrino interaction. 

-Single prong events (events with only one charged track leaving 

the primary vertex) wore not recorded. 

After the two initial scans vene performed a comparison list gras 

made and a third scan was performed by physicists, to check the events 

found on the first tgv scans. 

x.2.2 THIRD SCAN  

Cuing to the comuloxity of high-energy meutrino events ( the 

average charged hadron multiplicity is of the order of six or seven) 

all candidate neutrino events have to be measured by hand as automatic 

measuring devices are incapable of disentangling the hadronic shower. 

To make the measuring as quick as possible and to avoid incorrect 
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topologioc being entered to the measuring programme all events arc drawn 

and labelled by physicists before being sent fcr•measurement. The agreed 

labelling coda for this experiment is shown in Fig( 5b6) suibs.equently 

all tracks with their code appear on the DST'for later rnalysio. 

3.j.5 SCANNING EFFICIENCY 
The scanning of the fila is not perfect and it is expected that 

come events will be missed by the scanners due to human error.- Thus one 

must calculate the probability that an event will be missed off the final 

third scan list. Assuming the first and second scans are independent 

one may: compare the numbers of events found and obtain this number. 

For Imperial College it was found to be 99%, consistent with the other 

laboratories in the collaboration. This result is important for total 

cross-section, to be evaluated later., 

304 MEASUREMENT OF EVENTS  

3.4.1 ONLINE GEOMETRY ANALYSIS 

The online'. measuring programme uses digitised information as 

input concerning the camera and bubble-chamber fiducials for use in 

oiiino  fitting of each track as it is measured by the operator. A 
two pray dialogue between the programme and the operator enables the 

flea= number, topology and and codes to be recorded on a disk file 

by the program. 

Each track in an event is measured individrie11y with approzi--

nately 5 cm spacing between measurement points. klhon the track has 

been measured the data are sent to the Online Geometry Analysis programme 

(OLGA) uhich is normally resident on disk, but is 'woken up' by the 

r aeuring programme when the measurwent of a track is complete. 

This programme takes the raw measurement data and attempts a 
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simple helix fit to obtain the momentum of the track and the -spread of 

the measurement points about the fit. The results aro than communicated 

back to the operator. If the fit is a poor one (large spread of data 

points or no fit possible) the operator is requested to repeat the 

measurement and check that the same track has been measured on all 

views. If this procedure is repeated three times with no fit possible 

and the-track has no secondary tracks coming from its and point 

(i.o. the track is not interacting) the program' goes on to the next 

track. If the track interacts then the.operator is requested to ontor 

the-topology of the interaction and measure all the secondary tracks. 

The exceptions to this -procedure are:- 

(i) Ellen one or more tracks curve through more than 1200. Since the 

programme uses the end point of the track, all such tracks have 

- to:  bo -tibatad. : ceci  ally,  and must be measured. on _a viel.,: by view 

basis, the prograrnd then sorts out the tracks. . from- • Dach: other 

and.makos helix fits as described previously. 

-(ii) he: momenta of short stopping-tracks (protons, and nuclear 

fragments) are obtained by range, and only the beginning middle 

and end points of the track are measured. 

Gammas and 701s are measured at the end of the event and in 

addition to. obtaining the momentum of the track, the program makes 

fits to all upstream vertices (primary, and secondary). Once the 

measurements have been accepted by the programme, the raw measurement 

data are written out onto a disk file for off-line geometry analysis. 

3.4.2 OFFLINE GEOMETRY ANALYSIS & EMI PROGRAM-SES  

After one quarter roll has been measured the data from the moasur- 
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ing program. aro run through an  off—line Hydra Geometry package which 

essentially repeats the on—line fits but also does fits for all relevant 

mass hypotheses (for example, in the case of leaving tracks it will 

attempt a muon fit, as Foll as ail relevant hadron fits). The 

program does a 3C (3 constraint) fit to V
0 
 is to obtain the mass of the 

neutral. For games it performs a 4C and 2C fit to all possible upstream 

vertices and outputs the results of its fits in standard Hydra Gcomotry 

bank structure. 

The EMI program oxtrpolates all leaving tracks through the fringe 

field of the bubble chamber including multiple scattering in the iron 

botwocn the chamber and the EMI to the piano of the EMI and calculates 

tiao-position the track would have hit the EMI if At wevc. c mares. It 

themcomparea this predicted hit with. any recorded hits. in the EMI and 
4 

calculators. a i using the bubble chamber measurement. errors. 

The final decision on whether a track is a. moon is-left to the 

progra13uo.DECID, which essentially calculates the 7 and impasses-a cut, 

chosen . to be t< r, All leaving tracks withlAc retain their muon 

hypotheses, tracks with i4(aro excluded from being moons. 

3.4.3 CHECEING OF THE EVENTS 

Once the events have been passed through the chain of analysis 

programmes the physicists go back to the scanning table and checkthat 

tho• events have been measured correctly. The most important chocks made 

are that no tracks have been missed off the drawing or have been 

omitted from measurement. The physicist also checks that all tracks 

have been labelled correctly and rules out obviously incorrect mass 
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assignments and V0  or gamma associations by chocking with the event on 

the file. Events which have missed tracks or poorly measured-tracks 

(.p/p >30% for hadrons or moons andAp/p > 50% for electrons) are 

sent for remeasurement. If the reseasnrenent is still not successful 

the physicist may decide to resubmit the track or event for another 

measurcnent, or may decide not to if it is obvious that no improvement 

can be made (e.g. very fast electrons in which the charge cannot be 

determined). 

Wien all the measurements have been finalised, the charged current 

events with poorly known muon momentum are run through a moment= and 

error imxprovoment programme. This uses the geometry and EMI data points 
to make a refit of the muon parmoters. It has been shown that the angles 

calculated through this procedure are unbiased:}  

Finally, all the measurements from all laboratories wore combined 

and a condensed DST was produced from the Geometry Output which contains 

el.l the relevant information for data mullysis. The DST was in card 
image form for EA19 with one card for each track, specifying the track 

label and code, mass hypothesis, momentum and two angles in the bubble 

chamber co—ordinate system and X  or probability for a given 

hypothesis. This DST was later transformed to a Hydra bpnk  structure 

for WA47. 
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CHAPTER 4  

THE NEUT1 	INO BEAM 

4.1 GENMAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Ther^in source of neutrinos at proton accelerator machines aro 

the decays ? y and 1  f which arc produced by the interaction of 

protons with a target.. Owing to the smar size of the neutrino cross—

section, the study of neutrino interactions with matter only became-

possible with the advent of high intensity beams, and the development 

of detectors pith large fiducial mass (see section 3.1). In liA47 

the neutrino fit= traversing BEBC une N 10insthe fiducial mass was 

16.8 tons and using SE . 	10 31cm /nucleon of the order of • O3 evcntc 

per accelerator pulse wore found. 

In order to obtain the highest neutrino flux possible, the It 

and K.mesan.s must be allowed to decay over the largest possible 

distance. This must be compromised with the fact that all beams have 

an inherent divergence (i.e. cannot be perfectly focused), and hence 

all the potents cannot produce neutrinos with the possibility of going 

through the detector. The final major requirement of all neutrino 

oxgorimonta is a largo shield infront of the detector to absorb the 

undecayed pions and kaons, and to reduce the flux of muons at the detector 

to a minimum leaving only the neutrinos to pass through the detector. 

The two major typos of neutrino beam are the Vide Band and 

narrow band beams. In the wide band beam the major objective is to obtain 

the highest possible flux of neutrinos, and thus all the parents 	of 

the widest possible momentum b. to are focused. This is achieved through 

the use of r3tationally symmetric magnetic fields created by passing 

large pulsed currents ( 10Ob.,A) around the surface of a conductor. Because 

of the shape of these conductors they are usually called magnetic hprris.' 
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(Fig 1,.-1.)-.sign- selection is-performed by selecting the sign of the -current 

flowing in the conductor. Sinco no information is available from the 

bean itself about the energy of a particular event, the detector must 

have good energy resolution, and the energy spectrum of the boam.must 

be inferred from the 
r 

and K production spectrum. 

With the introduction of high energy and high intensity proton 

accelerators at CERN and FILLIit was poccible to both sigm and mmmentnn 

select the parent.rmons and still retain a sonpible,_*venZ urto is the 

detector. These beams are the so—called !Farrow Band Beams eich use 

conventional quadrupolec (focusing devices) and bonding magnets to 

perform the selection. The chief advantage of this typo of beam is that 

if the parent es and Vs s are morontum selected with a small moment= 
btko, ano may use the. kinematical. relation betuoon..neutrino energy and 

decay angle, this allows the neutrino energy to be inferred (within a 

certain tolerance) from its radius of interaction in the detector. 

4.2 PRINCIPLE AND DESIGN OF THE NARROW BAND BEAM AT CERN 

4.2.1 KINEMATICS  

The relation.betuoen the neutrino energy and its. decay angle with 

reopoct..to the parent beam direction. follows immediately Prom. four 

Tomentum conservation, and is 

-= 	1C' - c*kµ11)Z  

I I 	a2e2" 

where 	is the parent beam momentum 

I-lp. is the mass of the moon 

VIA is the mass of the paren+ 

(9 is the decay angle of the neutrino with respect to the. parent 

beam direction. 

Consider Fig. 4.2. From this diagram. and.the above relation, it is clear 
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that. at. a given radius in.the detector there is e.minimum and mazimum 

cnezzgy which ns:y be attained by an neutriner given by 

I—o 

0 ~nax _ 	67,/v 
2 

! C t - C  

Thus the resolution on the neutrino.energy inferred from its 

radius of interaction only is 

	

z _ 	z 

	

e _ Ō L 	gau;c u~ 

w,"- 	,t 
from which. it. is clear that the energy spread. in the :kaon. peak is 

smaller than in the pion peak since/r= 	1), and that to obtain the 

bent resolution, the. length: of the decay tunnel should. be as sra.ZT as 

possible without compromising the neutrino intensity. All the above 

applies for a zero divcigenco monochrCmatic garot- beam, but is not 

significantly altered if the beam divergence is included, since the 

beam divergence is of the order of &max/10. The momentum bita of the beam 

also does. not alter the above argument significantly. Fig 4.3 shows 

tho variation of E andAE/E Frith radius. 

4.2.2 THE CERN NARROW BAND BEAM 

This section describes the general features of the neutrino beam 

line as it was for both the WA19 and ti1A47 experiments._ The proton beam 

was extracted at 400 GeV/C from the SPS (Super Proton Syi:hrotron) in 

two bunches, separated by two SPS revolutions (- L.$) . The general 

layout of the beam.is shown. in Fig 4.4, and.the magnetic_beam line is 

shown in Fig. 4.5 in greater detail. 
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(i) TARGET 

then the protonshavo boon extracted from.the. SPS,_ they pass-through 

the neutrino cuitch-yard, which selects Other the uido--bend or the narrow 

band beam lines. In the former the protons amalroady pointing in the 

direction of BEBC, but in the Narrow Band configuration they are pointing 

at 15 nr away from the target-BEBC =iv. This is so that the decays from 

pions and keens before momentum and sign selection (i.e. the ride band 

background) give as small, a contribution to the. neutrino- flux . as possible 

in BEBC. The target itself was 90 on .( 3 interaction- 3eagt .$) long; 

2 cm diameter Beryllium rod, designed for maximum protan. usage and 

minimum Trend K reabsorption. 

(ii) MAGNETIC BEAM LINE 

After leaving the target the parents and.protons are focused by 

three quadrupoles and then bent horizontally towards the monerAum alit 

Before reaching the slit the protons are dumped into a large copper 

block, the proton dump by a septum magnet. The Tr 's and K's are then 

focused and bent in preparation for momentum solection. 

The momentum slit is a 3 m long iron block.uith a. hole bored 

through to.allou the parents of the desired momentum to be transmitted 

through to the end of the beam line. Parents of any other momentum 

are bent such that they are not accepted by the slit, but are absorbed 

by it. The slit is made in two sections so that the horizontal and 

vortical widths may be altered to urrt  the. beam. line- conditions. 

After leaving the slit the parents are bent more on line with 

BEBC and then focused with another pair of quadrupoles. The end of 

the magnetic beam line comes with the final train of bending magnets 
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which brings tha-boan.on—line with BEBC and a final-quadrupole for 

further focusing. 

At the end of the magnetic beamline is a differential ceronkov 

detector for measuring the hadron composition of the beam. This is 

essential since the relative proportions of kaons and pions must be 

known in order to measure the high energy neutrino cross—sections 

(iv) THE DECAY. TJt EL  

The magnetic beam line is followed by a 1.2 m diameter 290 m 

long decay tunnel evacuated to 5 torr, to allow the parents to decay 

and produce neutrinos as described above. At the end of the tunnel' 

indontcd into..tho shielding and thermally isolated from it, is a large 

calorimeter block for the measurement of thehadron flux by its temperature 

rise, duo to the energy deposited in it by the hadrons. 

(v) SHIELDING 

Following the doe'tunnel is an iron shield. of 185 m total length 

to absorb the muons from the parent decays. At various positions in 

the shielding there are gaps of length m95 cm equipped with arrays of 

solid state. detectors to enable the muon flux to be continuously 

monitored. Since these detectors provide the basis for the cross—section 

normalization in the WA19 and 47 experiments the detectors and their 

arrangement in the gaps will be described in greater detail later. 

Following the iron shielding is 223 m of rock and earth to absorb 

any muons not already stopped by the iron. 

Finally, the centre of BEBC is situated 822 m away from. the- target, 

followed by the WA1 counter detector, the WAI8 counter and the bubble 

chamber Garganelle. 
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4.3 	FLUX MEASUREMENT 

ho neutrino flux can be measured by either of two methods, 

hadron flux measurement or muon flux measurement.. The muon method offers 

the advantage that the beam-profils can be monitored.continuously and 

chocked for shape, positioning and radial 

  

otry, whereas the hadron 

  

 

• SU 

  

flux method only gives the total flux. Themositioning of the beam is of 

special importance in narrou band. oxneriments since one of the chief 

advantages of this type of beam is that the neutrino event energy may 

bo inferred , frosa: its radius. This can clearly-only be. accomplished if 

the beam is roll centred. The follow-ring two sections describe the two 

mothods, frith particular emphasis on the. moon flux. method since this 

was used in .11A19 and 47. 

4.3.1 HADRON FLUX  

The hadron flux is measured by a device. called a Beam Current 

Transformer placed on the same monitoring platform as the cereakov. 

This consists essentially of a coil. of Hire placed. near to the-hadron 

beam. when the beam passes by the BCT it induces a current in the wire 

which is summed up for thetrhole of the running of the experiment. Using 

this information and the comp6eition of the beam (i.e. by knowing hoer 

m>tny  of the hadr-ons were protons), the total Tr and K flux may be doter-

mined. Knowing this, the decay length and kinematics of the decay of both 

typos of muon, the total neutrino flux may be determined. 

4.-.2 MOH FLUX MEASUREMENT  

(i) 	Principle of the muon flux measurements  

As already stated, the muon flux method provides for continuous 

on-line monitoring of the beam stability and centring. The flux is 

measured by arrays of detectors placed in gaps at 9.2 m, 29.6 m, 49.7 m, 

70.1 n, 94.1m, and 118.6 m depth in the iron shielding. In each of these 
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gaps, the detectors are mounted on a moveable support plate as-shoun 

in Fig. 4.6. The detectors have to-be i voable sino.tho.centro of the 

wide band.bean.is displaced with respect to the narrow band beam by of 

the order of 30 cn 

Each gap is also equipped with a.box of detectors with varying 

son,mitivities. This box is mounted on a gantry which is driven by rack 

and pinion drives to enable tho box to nova over'the whole gap and 

measure the flux at any position. The major purpose of this box (hereafter 

called the ca].box) is to calibrate the fixed detectors throughout the 

duration of the experiment. In addition, another box of detectors also 

equipped with a sot of detectors of varying sensitivity moves from gap 

to gap at the end of cch period. of running.(usrx71y ten days) and is 

fi°cd. ontr, _calibration. box. for a. dole period.... The purpose- of this 

boa ( known as the rafbctx).  is to _ calibrate each_ of the calibration 
boxea-to-each of the others. In this way, all the-detectors in all 

gape are .1  {nked. oletronicaily to each other. The. fi?1s1  absolute 

calibration of the detectors is done by nuclear emulsion,.. and will be 

described later. 

This procedure is particularly important for the wide band configu-

ration since the neutrino energy spectrum is a. sum of all parent 

production angles and momenta and must be varied to fit-the .muem•energy 

spectra or distribution with depth in the shielding, and the parent 

production spectra. (The distribution of muons with depth clearly measures 

their energy distribution since the moons lose energy through ionisation 

and £--ray production in the shielding). However, this is not so important 

in the narrow band beam since only a irni1  defined momentum is accepted 

and the neutrino spectra are weil determined with a knowledge of the 

decay kinematics and the 	ratio at the target. In practice, in the 

narrow band beam only gap two is used since this is free-of background 

from the hadron interactions in the beginning of the shielding. 
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ūsnnily only part of the support plate is used for mounting the 

fixed detectors, viz., the central position, the horizontal bar, and the 

two concentric rings at 15 cm and 30 cm radius from the centro of the 

support plate. 

(ii) THE SOLID STATE DETECTORS  

Before the final system as it is known now was set up, many types 

of detector were tested for durability, since the detectors were expected 

to withstand high radiation doses over a long period of time and still 

maintain their accuracy of flux measurement. Soo Ref. (6.1) for a 
complete description of the initial detector testing phase. 

Silicon detectors have the advantage over ionization chambers in 

that they are small, have a high signal,. low bias voltage and are easy 

to handle. Unfortunately they aro susceptible to radiation damage-and 

meat therefore be continuelly chocked for constancy. 

The basic operating principle of the detectors is the separation 

by an electric field of the electron-hole pairs created by a minimum 

ionising particle traversing the detector. In order to achieve full 

collection efficiency the detector mist be fully 'depleted', i.e. made 

completely clear of free charge, since if this is not the case, some of 

the pai= created in the detector will recombine with the free charge in 

tho non-depleted layer and hence will not be collected. 

The detectors used in the gaps are operated in the so-called 

charge integration mode, since single particle counting is not 

possible with the fast extraction from the SPS (^-Z 3 ). The charge 

obtained is corrected for the natural leakage current of the detector. 

This is measured between SPS pulses and the correction is applied every 

15 minutes. 

The nominal sensitivity of any detector may be obtained from 



its dimensions. This is subject to error, since the sensitive area of 

the detector is governed by the irregular shape of the epoxy =mating 

and the depleted layer extends underneath the mounting. This may be 

partially accounted for by increasing the sensitive radius by one detector 

thickness. Thus, the sensitivity of the detector defined as the number 

of minimum ionising particles per square centimetre required to make one 

pico-coulomb of charge in the detector is 

$ 	-~ ~ x 1.6 );10 7 r GL x (tt(d+i)Z ) 
t-3- 62. 

where d is the thickness. of the detector 

r is the radius of the detector 

The energy loss of a minimum ionising particle in silicon is 401 eV//11 m 

and the energy required to make an electron-hole pair is 3.62 ei'. 

I'n principle therefore, it is simple to measure the muon 

flux from the known properties of the detector and the coulombs detected 

in it. However, it was discovered in the early days of the Gargamelle 

experiment that this method did not work, because the muons when 

leaving the end of the shielding, bring with them a shower of knock-on 

electrons which are also minimum ionising and also create charge in 

the detector. The solution adopted then, and also adopted now, is to 

expose a nuclear emulsion placed imf nt of the detector for a few 

accelerator bursts. The sensitivity of the detector may then be 

t:orked out from the voltage collected during the exposure, and the number 

of moons counted in the emulsion. 

The relative calibration of the detectors will be described later. 

Fbr convenience we record here that we assume the response of the detector 

to the muon flux is linear and is related to the sensitivity of the 

detector by a relation of the form 
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N = Cv- 0)x S1o, 	(c. 

where 0 is an offset 

V is the voltage atthe output of the detector amplifier 

G is the gain of the detector amplifier 

Previous work on the relative calibrations. has shown that the offset 

is smnl 1. and therefore we shrl l usci tl y set this to zero in future. 

(iii) OTHER BEAM MONITORS  

Apart from the BCT and the solid state detectors, the beam is 

equipped with other censors at several positions to monitor its shape. 

(a) The target monitors  

A sat of secondary emission monitors (SEM' s) -(a sot of strips 

sandwiched by electrode planes to collect the knock on electrons 

created in the strips) placed upstream and downstream of the target 

to monitor the proton intensity. These are usrnily called the target 

monitors the most commonly used one is the Target Monitor upstream 

(or u). 

(b) Septum monitors  

Before and after the soptnn  there is a set of SEMTs to monitor 

the horizontal beam profile of the 400GeV/c protons. 

(c) At the beginning and end of the decay tunnel 

A set of horizontally and vertically aligned SEMTs to monitor 

the hadron beam profile at the beginning and end of the decay tunnel. 

The difference between the two profiles measures the beam divergence. 



(d) 	In gap one 

An ionization grid monitor to measure the profile in both 

dimensions, an ionization chamber to measure the intensity, and a 

secondary emission grid monitor again to m asure the horizontal and 

vertical beam profiles. 
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CHAPTER 5  

FLUX PROGRAMS 

As mentioned previously, the narrow band beam requires continuous 

monitoring to ensure its stability and positioning. This is done on-

line with the aid of the NEM (Neutrino Flux Monitoring) on-line 

program. The final  flux analysis is best done off-line with the raw 

data tapes written by the on-line program as input. The off-lino 

program must serve two main functions; to sum the flux for any specified 

period of time; and to calibrate the detectors to determine whether any 

have gone bad due to radiation damage. 

The present chapter describes the on-line program and its use, 

and the authors' work on the off-line program which has been his main 

preoccupation until the writing of this thesis. 

5.1 	ON-LINE PROGRAM 

Since the on and off-line programs have many features in common 

wo only describe here the main functions of the on-line program and 

leave the detailed description of the common purposes of the two 

programs to later in this chapter. 

The main functions of the on-line program are to collect the 

data from the various beam monitors and to provide the user with a 

facility to monitor the conditions of the beam so that he may take 

corrective action if some element of the beam-line becomes faulty,or 

the beam is incorrectly adjusted. 

The information which the on-line program writes onto tape 

arrives on a pulse by pulse basis from various sources. The proton 

beam information coming from the SPS monitors placed around the 
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target is sent to the Narrow Band Computer (NBC) situated in the BA7 

control room which contains the power supplies for the beam lino. From 

thoro it is sent to the NFI•i whore it is written onto tape along with the 

information concerning the magnet currants in the beam line, which is also 

assembled in BA7. The moon flux information from each gap is also written 

onto tape every pulse and stored on disk for interactive use by the user. 

The reader is referred to the list of references at the end of this 

chapter for a detailed description of the data blocks and their contents. 

Ac described previously, each gap is provided with a set of five 

detectors of differing sensitivity,. capable of measuring the full range 

of the flux, mounted in a moveable box. This box servos two main 

functions; to provide a continuous calibration facility for the fixed 

detectors in each gap; and to provide the user with a profile of the 

moon distributions in each gap. In the 1019 experiment the whole 

system was new, and the movement of the box had to be controlled by 

the user. For the WA47 experiment, some two years later, the so-called 

calibrations and scans were instigated automatically by the system every 

eight hours, and flagged on the tape with a bitted word which describes 

the status of each gap (viz. scan or calibration, one bit per gap). 

The user has the opportunity of monitoring the profile for circular and 

radial 5ynmetry and centring. This  information is also available on a 

pulse by pulse basis via a TV screen which is continuously updated 

by the program, and displays the ratio of the flux in the 15 cm ring to 

the central flux (aconstant for given beam conditions) in each gap, and 

also the 'centre of flux' in centimetres in both the vertical and 

horizontal directions. For good beam centring this should be 

minimum. For convenience we record here that the ratio'.15/0 (Leo 

the average of the 15 cm ring flux to -Vie central flux) in gap two, 

with the on-line calibrated detector sensitivities is ;Q2 in neutrino 

and ,39 in antineutrino. This difference is due to the smaller 

proportion of muons from K-decay in anti-neutrino, and will  be investi- 
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gated further in the next chapter. 

Becides providing the interactive facility for profile monitoring 

the on—line program also has the tack of writing the co—called layout 

files onto tape. This file contains all the data about each detector, 

namely its identifier (a three digit number which labels each detector 

individually), its position (gap and coordinates with respect to the 

plate), nominal sensitivity, and gain of the amplifier connected to 

that detector. This latter number is computed automatically by the 

program at tho start of a run, when the nor  n1  fluxes are entered for 

the ensiling running conditions. The gain clearly does not have to be as 

largo in wide—band or neutrino running since tho muon flux per proton 

incident on target icilarger. The program also writes a special block 

in narrow band running Which gives the position of the plate in the gap. 

This is necessary since, as was soon in chapter 4, the wide—band and 

narrow band axes are displaced with respect to each other by some 

20 cm horizontally and vertically.. 

The data from the beam monitors are written onto tape for-every 

pulse in which the muon intensity in the centre of gap two exceeds a 

certain threshold, which is determined from the running conditions, 

and also if the timing of the beam is within a certain._ tolerance. Pro-

vided these conditions are met, the BEBC flashes are triggered and a 

photograph is taken. 

5.2 	THE OFFLINE PROGRAM 

The offline program has two chief objectives; the summing of the 

flux for any detector and any specified period of time; the calibration 

of each detector, and the calculation of new sensitivities when new 

detectors are introduced into the system. This procedure is illustrated 

diagramaticaily in Fig. 5.1. Owing to the large flow of data in the 

neutrino experiment (some 30 master tapes were filled for N147 alone) 
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the program was written. using the HYDRA 	system of data, storage. This 

is an extremely economical method of data storage,. since tho data is only 

resident in core (computer memory) until it is no longer required. A 

conventional systems of dimensioned arrays must be resident in core for 

the duration of the program run and hence is less efficient in memory 

usage. This chapter duals only with the general operation of the 

program, and the reader is referred to the references at the end of th© 

chapter for a detailed description of the data structure and routines 

of the program (ref S 3 ) 

5.2.1 FLUX SUMMING 

For both branches of tho flow diagram Fig. 5.1, the program 

consists of two units, the sun—tape creation; and sum-tape reading units... 

The sour-tape_ creation may be summarised by fig. 5.2, which, apart 

from tho flushing out of the data, is the same for the summing and 

calibration tape creation programs. 

'When the HYDRA input routine reads a logical record off the NFM 

master tape, the data is communicated to a specified routine:. depending 

on the logical record identifier. Each of thoso routines treats a 

specific block of data namely: 

(i) Detector off—sets 

(ii) Detector flux for a given pulse 

(iii) Sensitivities and gains 

(iv) Detector layout 

(v) Plate reference co—ordinates 

(vi) NBC data (Magnet currents etc.) (NBB only) 
(vii) ouN cL, NLClecl'ojc c-u4-1Ne.e-5 

Data blocks (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) arrive only rarely and hence the 

latest set of data are used by the program for flux computation. This 
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of course, arises naturally since the data are stored in common-blocks, 

thus any subsequent calculations are done on the latest layout information. 

Tho routines treating data blocks:(ii), (vi) and (vii) also perform 

the task of summing the data, (e.g. muon flux, protons on target, 

horn current, etc.) and flushing out the data in HYDRA format, when any 

one of several conditions are met. These are: 

(a) Ead of BEBC or GARGANFT.T,E quarter roll ( 1500 pictures). 

(b) End of file on input to o. 

(c) Total. of 100 accelerator pulses has been summed into the 

HYDRA bank structures. 

in the scan-tape creation program, there is only one requirement: 

(a) 	Flux summed when the CALBOX is stationary in all gaps. 

The data are flushed when the calbox is found to be moving 

in any gap, and not after 100 pulses. 

This last requirement is usually correlated with the Calbox being 

situated in front of a fixed detector, but this need not be the case, 

since there are many  scans with fine spacing between measurement points 

( 3 cm or 5 cm). 

The summing branch of the program is in the form of a set of 

user routines which may be optionally selected with the usual PATCHY 

selection methods. These routines allow the user to sum the fluxes on 

the sum-tape for any desired period of time, and to look at the beam 

stability and targeting conditions, by making various crude profile 

plots using the fixed detector fluxes and plotting the flux per proton 

for given sign selection. 

The program requires a set of 'titles' as input which are the 

sensitivities of the detectors 	used during the run. These sensitivities 

are determined by first running the calibration routines on the scan 

tapes. 
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5.2.2 a1hCTOR CALIBRAATION 

The brnl; structure of the calibration and sun-sing programs is 

shown in Fig. 5.3. 

F'or each fixed position of the calibration box, the program saves 

the five voltages of the box and the voltage (gain and sensitivity) of 

the fixed detector at that position if there is ono. If the reference 

box is in the gap under consideration the program hangs another bank 

of information onto each position bank, filled with the rete vent rofbox 

data. The voltages written into the banks are the average voltages over 

the period of time the calbox was in that position0. This bank structure 

is created for every scan and calibration, processed by the 'play' 

program the results stored, and the - whole structure is then dropped 

(i.e.. HYDRA is then allowed to read in the not calibration or scan and 

create a newLdata structu4 The 'play' program allows the user to 

perform three essential tasks. 

(i) 	LINKING OF FIXED DETECTORS TO CALIBRATION BOX  

Ac already described, the philosophy of the muon flux measurement 

of the total flux depends upon calibrating each detector to one chosen 

dotector which is then calibrated absolutely with a nuclear emulsion. 

The scan tape analysis programs do this through the following method. 

For each position of the calbox situated at a fixed detector 

location, the program computes the average flux of the detectors in the 

calbox which were in voltage range (.54v<9.0), weighted by the square of 

the voltage on each detector i.e. it computes (Q given by 

ViS; 	 (VII) 
ft  

where 
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Vi is computed using the latest off—sot an already described. The 

programiethen computes the deviation of each calbox detector with respect 

toM and also the deviation of the fixed detector flux with respect to 

c.?" 

The linking of the fixed detector to the calbox is then achieved 

by adjusting the sensitivity of the fixed detector so that its deviation 

is zero with respect to ?assuming the flux in the calbox is equal 

to the flux in the fixed detector. It was found that this cannot be done 

to better than 2% for any given calibration, and therefore we conclude 

that the error in the electronic moon flux measurement system is of order 

V. This must be taken into account when summing the flux for any 

experiment. 

the linking is usually done to one detector in the reference 

box.. This is done by calculating the value of (Fg) in the same way as 

for (F) . The ratio: 

per gap is then used to calculate an SD for each detector with respect 

to the reference box, thus only leaving the overall calibration factor 

equal to 

ap5 	
q65 	

(e 

>Me 	( it& + 	) 

to be determined from the emulsion. This of—course assumes that Res 

is independent of position in the shielding. This is certainly not true, 

and therefore position dependent correction factors must be applied to 

account for e.g. £-ray variation as a function of position. This 
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analysis is still under investigation. Chapter 6 describes one method 

used by the author in an attempt to do this for the Narrow band experi-

ment in gap 2. 

An important remark must be made concerning the voltage cuts. 

The response of a detector to a given flux is only of the linear form 

given by equation (4.2), when the voltage of the detector is above a 

minimum value and below a maximum value. This may be seen from fig. 5.4 

which shous the variation of detector signals in the calibration box 

in gap 2 as a function of radius in the gaps  

For this reason one usually applies 'safe' voltage cuts of 

.506:30 or even 1.04V-49...0 for aome applications. 

(ii) CALCULATION OF NEW SENSITIVITIES  

The calculation of the sensitivity of a new detector introduced 

into the system is carried out in essentially the same way, from the 

forMula 

ki  0.2co eca 	
< FC 

where the symbols have their usual meanings. The S D  of the detector 

is calculated over many calibrations (say- one ten day- period) and the 

average is entered into the on-line table of detector sensitivities. 

The above two applications of the sum program are generally only 

used at CERN to provide the user with a calibrated set of detector 

sensitivities for use in the calculation of total fluxes. 

(iii) MUON PROFILE MEASUREMENTS  

With a slight msdification the program 	l print out the flux 
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in any specified detector. In particular the average calbox fluxes 

as a function of position are printed out_for those scans which have 

fine spacing e.g. 3 cm or 5-  cm. An analysis of the flux scans for the 
WA47 experiment is presented in the next chapter. 

In wide :band experiments, this is clearly of great importance 

since the moon flu;, profiles as a function of depth in the shielding 

must be fitted with the production spectrum and horn parameters to 

predict the neutrino anergy spectrum. Wo now proceed to describe 

some simple analysis done by the author uith the off—line flux analysis 

pro gram. 

.2.3 CALIBRATION BOX EnetCT  

Tho calibration box detectors are mounted in an aluminum box 

itself mounted on a large gantry. The moons passing through the box 

and gantry create a spray of electrons with unknown energy and angular 

distribution., This spray creates additional charge in the fixed detector' 

during calibrations and hence when the linking routines are used, the 

sensitivity of the detdr is under—estimated due to this effect. 

This effect was 	investigated by comparing the fixed detector 

signal with calbox inXrcnt of the detector and calbox in the *garage' 

(completely away from the fixed detectors). The ratio of these two 

numbers directly measures the spray effect and is different for different 

fixed detector positions. The correction matrix for this effect is dis-

played in Fig. 5.5. Clearly the fractional error on this correction is 

large since the inherent system error is of the same magnitude as the 

correction. 

This effect could also influence the total flux measurement due 

to the calbox being ina'ront of the detectors for some of the time. 

This effect has been investigated by comparing the flux per pulse for 
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100 pulse sum records whero there was a scan or calibration against those 

where there was no scan or calibration. For constant targetting condi-

tions the effect gras soon to be less than.5% in narrow band and is there-

fore ignored in the total flu ; computation. 
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CHAPTER 6  

MUOIt FLUX ANALYSIS AND THE K/r RATIO  

This chanter deccribtes the authors' work on the analysis of 

the ninon flux data obtained with the summing program described in the 

previous chapter, and his attempts to obtain the K/T(:production ratio 

from this and other sources. We begin with a description of the montc-

carlo simulation programs of the CEKff WANF narroir band beam. 

6.1 	OK E'CLRLO P80GR  AiiS 

At present, there are tuo programs available for Monte-Carlo 

studies of the beam line which are mutually complementary namely 

TURjTFC1), and DISMUNII 	The former traces the parent particles from the 

target through the magnetic beamline and tracks all the moons from rr 

and K decay in the beam line and decay tunnel through the shielding 

to the measurement pits including multiple scattering and energy loss 

in the iron. The neutrinos are also tracked from the decay point to 

the position of BEBC, enabling their energy spectrum and radial distribur-

tion to be plotted. The beam line is set up in detailed form by in-

putting the position, aperture, length and magnetic field configuration 

of all the bending magnets, quadrupoles, and slits in the form of data 

cards. By generating 'CT's and K's over a sufficiently wide production 

angle and momentum range (0-4 mrad and 170-230GeV/C wore used) the 

parameters of the parents may be obtained at the beginning of the decay 

tunnel (memontum spread, divergence). Since this program was 

originally intended to simulate the parent propagation in a magnetic 

beam line the properties of the parents as they enter the decay tunnel 

are fed into the program DISM NU at this point. In theory the '1unTLE 

moon distributions in gap 2 could be used, but were found to give very 

poor agreement with the data, especially at small  radii. 
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In order to determine these parameters the TURTLE program was used 

to calculate the acceptance of the NBB as a function of production angle 

and momentum, 7I t s are generated at the angles displayed in Fig. 6.1 

and the number of 1 is  reaching the decay tunnel at each momentum as a 

fraction of the number of Ī is generated at that momentum is plotted. 

Fig. 6.1 shows that, the acceptance is constant out to 2 mrad and falls 

drrrPtically for momenta 6 % either side of the design momentum. 

The program DIs mrU therefore uses the known production spectrum 

and generates Its and g is at 2000oV/C 6% and 0 r.t mrad c 1 
c1-e n n€L. 

The program then follows the parents as they decay and predicts muon 

fluxes in the gaps and event rates in the bubble chamber with the known 

fiducial volume, chamber liquid density and muon momentum cut. 

6.2 	ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION 

In the MA47 experiment the absolute calibration of the fixed 

detectors in gap 2 was performed with two emulsions placed at 0cm and 

30 cm on the horizontal bar at..1800  (See fig. 44. The 0  cm emulsion was 

exposed for 4_SPS pulses and the 30 cm one for 20,uulses.Q 

In both cages the emulsion Has positioned 'upstream of the refbox 

and was mounted perpendicular to the beam. The refbox and calibration 

bog were down stream of the emulsion at both radii. 

On developing the emulsion sheers duo to shrinkage, and straight 

through tracks acquire the same distortion features. Mhen.the emulsion 

is scanned therefore, care must be taken to ensure that in the regions 

scanned the tracks have the same sheer and should preferably be as short 

as possible (See fig. 6.2). The tracks appear through a microscope to be 

dots moving across the field of view when the focal point of the microscope 

objective is moved up and down. All tracks which traverse the whole 

thickness of the emulsion are drawn on a scan sheet provided with linear 
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graph paper so the positions of the beginning and end points of each track 

may be measured. In order to calculate the muon flux per square 

centimetre the area of cch field of view rust be known. For the microscope 
2 

used in this experiment this was 3Q~~ 7/4. 

The data from thescan sheets are run through a program which 

uses the thickness of the emulsion and microscope magnification factors 

to calculate the angular distribution of the tracks. The sheer is 

assumed constant for all the field of view. The program calculatesthe 

axis: through the emulsion which m lees the distanco between the entry 

and exit points of the majority of the tracks a minimum.. The angular 

distribution of the tracks about this axis is then computed. These 

distributions are shorin for both emulsions im figs. 6.3 and 6.4. 

Tho tail in both plots is attributed primarily to the delta ray 

background with energy greater than "2MeV, sufficient to penetrate the 

emulsion. These carne from the shielding and are scattered in the air 

between the shielding and the solid state detectors. This constitutes 

a background under the muon peak in the fist few bins and must be 

subtracted. The background calcula.tion was performed with a monte-

carlo of the electromagnetic cascade in the shielding due to Burmeister(t)o 

The curve displayed is this background normalised to the background 

signal beyond .001 in bins of 1..6$64, where O is theangle of the tracks 

with respect to the fitted axis. 

Since a precise knowledge of the background cannot be expected 

from the mento-carlo program due to the unknown,stniggling, (fluctuations 

in the energy loss of the eisdhensin',see shielding) and scattering in the., 

air in the gap, the subtraction was given a 100% error. This gave the 

delta ray background in the bin O - 0r rad as e t7at `'cm and at 30cm. 
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The scanning inefficiency was estirated by a complete independent 

re—scan of the Sarno cmulsions as 1O9. Due to this the absolute calibration 

of the detectors was not done with these emulsions, however they were used 

to determine the S--ray variation across the gap as twill now be described. 

EŪON PROFIT  FITTING 

In principle, the charged hadron ratio may be determined from 

the moon profiles in the gaps. This may be done provided the backgrounds 

are subtracted out, in particular the E—ray contribution to the flux at 

each position in the gap must be known, and the number of muons reaching 

the gaps from decays in the magnetic beam line must also be determined. 

Trto-describe in this section the method used by the author to obtain the 

true narrow band moon flux signal in gap 2. 

6.3.1 DELTA RAY SUBTRACTION 

It is clear that the only way to measure the 4 contribution to the 
flux signal is to expose emulsions at each position and measure 

the number of muons at each point. Since this is not practicable (the 

emulsions would take a very large number of man—scanning hours:) a means 

of doing this electronically was found. The method employed here, is to 

use the calibration box in over out (I/0) curves described in chapter 5. 
The ratio I/O may be expressed as 

AA- 
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where
d  -and  are the muon and S flues at any position-and f, g are 

functions which describe how.• the p and 05 create spray. Clearly, these 

two functions depend on the energy distributions of the /:s  and Si5  and in 

general cannot be expected to be the came. In particular the S—ray energy 

distribution is peaked to much lower energy than the moon energy distri-

butionand hence the E; are much more likely to be scattered out of the box 

than produce spray. Eowovor, the S ray spectrum is completely unknoxa 

at present and the best one can assume about the moon factor f, is that 

it is a constant. For the present analysis we assume that the/'. and S 

energy distributions do not vary significantly with radius, then 

where -f and g are assumed to be independent of radius. 

Using the calbox effect already calculated from chapter 5, 

wo- calibrate these-curves so that the proportion of 6) 5 at 30 cm 

divided by the proportion of V5 at 0  cm is the same as that given by 

the absolute calibration.. This curve is displayed in fig. 6.5- with tho 

S contribution at.0 an arbitrarily fixed to zero. The overall normaliza- 

tion of the curves does not mattor in this analysis, since all fluxes 

will be normalised to the 15 cm flux for reasons to be explained later. 

6.3.2 THE TRAPPED/1,  SUBTRACTION 

The term strapped ' refers to those muons which come from parent 

decays before and after the collie for and are transported through the 

beam line to the measurement pits. The proportion of p'5 in gap 2 which 

are trapped /A'S has been calculated with the 'TURTLE program by flagging 

those moons which reach gap 2 and originate in decays before the decay 

tunnel. 
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This proportion is different for Tr 's and K's as is to be expected since 

the K has a larger mass. The numbers have been combined with a KM—  ratio 

of .144 as measured by the Cerenkov. This presumes the answer being 

sought but is insensitive to the ratio as displayed in Fig. 6.6. The 

result also depends on the spectrum used at production. The spectrum 

given by the North Area measurements (examined in greater detail later) 

was input to this calculation and is displayed in Figs 6.11 — 6.14. 

The trapped 1,4, 	results were checked by comparing the TURTLE 

results for closed collimator with the closed collimator running during 

the WA47 antineutrino running. These are displayed in Fig. 6.7 and are 

clearly in good agreement with the experimental data. This gives 

support to the trapped calculation with TURTLE, though the turtle moon 

distributions themselves do not agree with the data for open collimator. 

For this reason, the trapped muon results were given a 2% error on all 

data points. 

The trapped correction results are shown in fig. 6.6. 

6.3.3 PROFILE FITTīNG  

Using the flux summing program, several scans of the calbox 

were summed from the NFM tapes. Since the targetting efficiency was 

unknown, all profiles were corrected for the S —ray and trappedpeffects 

and then normalised to the 15 cm flux. The resulting statistical spread 

was then 2%, the system fluctuation error. All the scans were then 

averaged and two profiles obtained, one for positive parents and one 

for negative parents. 

The fitting of the profiles involves two parameters; the beam 

divergence; and thei* ratio of the: parents in the beam. These parameters 

cannot be fixed both at the same time since a large beam divergence 

requires a smaller l,liT  ratio to fit the same distribution. This is 

because a large beam divergence means a broader distribution and since 

the K muons are the only contribution to the flux beyond 45 cm in gap 

the number of K's required is clearly smaller. This is made quantitative 
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in fig. 6.7 which shows the effect of varying the beam.divergence on the 

fitted qtr. ratio. These curves were obtained with the program DISMUNU. 

The beam divergence therefore, was first fixed by fitting the region 

0-15 cm with a t' f fi  ratio given by the Cerenkov (jq  r =- 1446 t)1- a$T J) and 

was .17. This number was checked with TURTLE by plotting the angular 

distribution of the parents at the end of the magnetic beam line. The 

average of the vertical and horizontal divergences  was h  d21, in rough 

agreement with the profile fitted number. 

Having fitted the small radius region the large radii were fitted 

by a minimum x method by varying the 	ratio. The result of the fit 	is 

shown in fig. 6.9. Also shown are the theoretical cnrves;Obtained 

when the Z increases by one unit from its minimum value, corresponding 

to the 64% confidence level error. These curves verify that fitting 

the beam divergence at small radii with a constant'(( ratio is independent 

of the Ir ratio used since all the curves lie ontop of each other for 

radii less than "20 cm. 

6Sa) shows the results of the fits obtained with various 

beam divergences. The table displays the % 2of the fit and the corres-

ponding '=/j  ratio and error as a function of the beam divergence. The 

best value is: 

	

/ = 1</f( 	' 119" i 9 o beam divergence =.1itmrad. 

	

: (Air 	O D -i5%beam divergence =•l ad. 
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6.4 	CERENKOV MEASUREMENTS 

The beet method of measuring the K/r ratio is with the differential 

Cerenkov at the beginning of the decay tunnel. By varying the pressure 

in the detector the particle ratios may be measured by integrating the 

corresponding curve in the light intensity versus pressure plot. One such 

curve is shown in fig. 6.10. These plots more made at various times during 
a) 

the TA47 run with different Cerenkov conditions. The averaged ratios are:- 

- 
t 	t-00c. 	~ _ 	_ -Olq- -t- .o0Z 

?Īr V v 	 Ti  

At the time of writing the Ilk ratio is subject to uncertainty 

since the number of protons measured by the calorimeter at the end of 

tht:v decay tunnel does not agree, with the Cerenkov numbers. It is feat that 

this is a problem with the calorimeter and that the cerdnkov particle 

ratios are correct. However, it is still important that these numbers 

are checked by as many independent methods as possible. 

6.5 	North Area Measurements 

The production spectrum of 7TSand K's has been measured with a 

spectrometer in the CERN North Area beam Tines at 60, 120, 200 and 

320C-eV/C7?and K momentum with a 400GeV/C proton beam incident on a 

beryllium target with the same dimensions as the narrow band beam 

target. The resulting spectra are shown in fig. 6.11 - 6.14, the 

measurement points are indicated with circles. Given the acceptance of 

the NBB these measurements are clearly not sufficient by themselves to 

determine thel( atio at the beginning of the decay tunnel since this 

depends critically on the interpolation used between the data points. 

The curves shown are thermodynamical model type curves adjusted so they 

pass through the measurement points. 
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The ahj'ratio was determined from these curves by inputting the 

spectra into the TURTLE program andapplying various interpolations in 

angle to obtain some idea of the '%ratio. All interpolations were in 

( 	cetga pd1 and are shown in fig. 6.15 together with the %t%ratio 

obtained. The values are consistent with the cerenkov numbers for 

positives. Since there is a large spread on the answers no attempt 

has been made to obtain the khrratio for negatives. 

6.5 CONCLUSION  

The results on the tLji( ratio and beam divergence are clearly 

dependent on the method used to subtract out the delta—ray background. 

Conventional wisdom, based on Quantum Electrodynamics, states that 

the S—ray1distribution should be a constant fraction of the total flux 

measured and this fraction should should be independent of radius. 

The fact that the two emulsion exposures 

during the WA47 running give a different muon flux per coulomb in the 

calibration box at 0 and 30 cm is in complete contradiction to this 

assumption, and shows that there must be some 'washing out' of the 

6—rays by scattering in the air in the gap. 

The method used by the author to obtain the S -ray distribution 
rests on assumptions which must be clearly false given that there is 

multiple scattering of the g's between the end of the shielding and 

the detectors. However the present method is the only one available 

unless all detectors are calibrated by emulsion, a feat which .auZd 

require ^- 1 man year to accomplish. The results of the profile fitting 

must therefore be treated with skepticism and viewed only as a check 

of the other beam monitors which give results for the same parameters. 

Within these qualifying statements therefore, one may state 

that the muon flux profiles are not inconsistent with the values. 

_ : - 4-(. 	k 	. 0 cI- q- 
~+ 	7~ 

• Z0 wkKact 
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For the cross-section analysis of chapter 7. We assume these values to 

be tho correct ones. 
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CHAPTER 7  

ANTINEUTRINO TOTAL CROSS-SECTION  

We present the results available so far on the total cross-

sections for WA47. To date the physicist checked DST's contain only 

the antineutrino data, thus only the antineutrino cross-section is 

calculated here. Without the neutrino cross-section tests of the Callan-

Gross relation and measurement of the anti-quark content of the nucleon 

are not possible. However, the linearity of the energy dependence 

of the antineutrino cross-section tests the scaling hypothesis, we 

therefore present this analysis here. 

7.1 NEUTRAL ENERGY CALIBRATION 

Due mainly to the complexity of the high energy events in the 

200GoV/C beam the total neutral energy of any event cannot be completely 

measured since some is lost in the hadronic shower and some entirely 

escapes from the chamber without converting in the liquid. The neutral 

energy loss has been investigated by two different methods: 

7.1.1 P BALANCE  

The average value of E in the formula 

C;, = Com, 	 M /E 

has been calculated 	 which makes the distribu- 

tion of 91,-(961   in Fig. 7.1 centre on zero in each bin of hadronic 
energy. The measured hadronic energy is calculated from 

Ii 

Em  =  
i=1 

where N is the total number of hadronic tracks in the event-  and m is 

the mass of the nucleon. The value of E is displayed in Fig. 7.2 
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for the complete range of hadronic energy measured in this experiment. 

is clearly independent of Eh and has the average value 8 = .82E .02 

has also been estimated by comparing the modulus of the 

momenta of the hadronic shower and the muon transverse to the beam direction. 

This method has shown that events from K decay are brought onto the kaon 

peak expected from tante—Carlo studies of the beam line. The value of 

6 is consistent with the value of £ obtained from the previous 

method. 

7.1.2 70GeV/c TĪ INTERACTIONS  

A special exposure of BEBC (filled with the same 74% molar NeH2 

liquid) was made during the 11119 oxporirie 	th 70- GoV/c:W particles. 

Moro-expeourea woro-mado during the WA47 experiment at several other 

incident pion beam momenta. The events were measured by the same method 

as the neutrino events and the fraction of the event energy measured 

was plotted. The result is shown in Fig 7.3. The average correction 

factor is consistent with that obtained in the balance method. 

The average event correction factor of 1.2 was thus applied to 

all measured hadronic energies for neutrinos in the pion peak. Events 

with energy larger than the maximum 4j energy at the event radius in the 

chamber were given the nominal )~. energy for that radius. 

7.1.3 FIDUCIAL VOLUME CUT  

Only events within the fiducial volume indicated in Fig. 7.4 

were included in the total event numbers. This region was chosen to 

give a minimum measurement length of 50 cm for leaving tracks to be 

extrapolated to the EMI. A cut in z (vertical distance from the centre 

of BEBC) of - 100 cm on the vertex position of the event was also made 

to remove events for which the muon could potentially miss the EMI due 

to being too high in z. A backward cut on the horizontal radius of the 
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vertex of the event was imposed, to remove all events which could have 

been unnoticed interactions in the wall of the chamber. 

7.2 EVENT NUMBERS AND CORRECTIONS  

The raw number of events found on the DST was 433. 

This raw event number was corrected for various effects: 

(i) 	Isoscalarity 

The neutron to proton ratio with the 739 molar mixture of NeH2  

is 0.93. Thus 

cr(me gt) 
= 1.012 

o-O so 	oc 

therefore the cross—section was decreased by 1% to refer to an isoscalar 

target. 

(ii) EMI inefficiency  

Since the muons from charged current events are required to give 

a two plane hit in the EMI an upward correction of 5' was made to 

account for EMI electronic inefficiency. (Both planes were assumed 

to have the same inefficiency of 2.51. In addition the geometrical 

inefficiency of the inner plane was estimated by counting the number 

of muons which only gave hits in the outer plane. In a sample of 

A,400 events only three missed the inner plane in positive focussing 

conditions, (i.e. neutrino beam). Thus we assume here that this was 

a negligible effect in antineutrino since the y distribution favours the 

production of energetic muons in the forward direction and very few 

are expected to miss the inher plane. 

(iii) MaKnetic Beam line decays  

Using the TURTLE mcnte—cario program the proportion of the neutrino 

flux due to decays in the magnetic bem line has been calculated. 

Since the be is pointing away from BTBC before the collimator, the 

neutrino flux from before this point is expected to be small, and 
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the correction to the neutrino flux from decay after the collimator 

should be approximately independent of energy since this flux is 

already essentially narrow band flux. Fig. 7.5 shows the energy 

distribution ofthis flux, the total flux and the dorrection percentage. 

The percentage is indeed independent of energy and has a mean value of 

3%. The relation between flux and event numbers is linear, therefore 

this fraction of the events was subtracted to give the true narrow 

band event number. 

(iv) K &s3 decays  

2% of the events between 60GeV and 130GeV were subtracted to 

account for the decays !: ? 7 ply iv) . This correction is based mainly 
on the ratio of branching ratios 

"") "11(5)  

the decay kinematics, and the fact that roughly half of the events in 

this energy range are events from K decay. 

The energy distribution of the events in the bubble chamber 

after these corrections is shown in Fig. 7.6, with a muon momentum 

cut of 5 GeV/C. 

7.3 THE TOTAL FLUX  

As has already been seen in chapter 6 the muon flux depends 

critically on the beam divergence. This may be reduced by measuring 

the flux at 15 cm in gap 2, since all the beam divergence curves inter-

sect at x+17 cm. The muon flux w`s therefore summed for the 15 cm ring 

in gap 2 for the whole of the antineutrino running using the sum program 

of chapter 5. 

In practice this is done roll by roll by multiplying the flux per 

NFM pulse by the number of scanned BEBC photographs for which all the 
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information required to measure the total cross-section was available. 

This condition requires that 

(a) the film bo measurable on at least two views, 

(b) the NFM was working and the beam was giving narrow: band flux, 

(c) The EMI was working and taking data. 

The total uncorrected flux in antineutrino beam for WA47 was then 

3 
13.1 xlp 1 s̀ Jwu~ 

averaged over the eight detectors of the 15 cm ring. This raw flux 

was then corrected for the following: 

(i) absolute calibration of the ring detectors with the calibration 

box (linking) and emulsions, 

(ii) S -.ray contribution at 15 cm, 

(iii) beam trapped muons at 15 cm, 

(iv) spray effect of the calibration box during calibrations. 

the errors on these corrections are: absolute calibration 3%: linking 

2% delta rays at 15 cm 4%, beam trapped muons a%, spray effect; 2%, 

giving an overall flux error of 6.1%. 

After corrections for these effects the number of corrected 

events with Oy)20GeV and1 (GeV/C 	per corrected flux was 

36s bi 3.04- 

where we have included a 50% error on the EMI inefficiency.and wide-band 

background corrections, as well as the statistical event error and the 

flux error.' A 1% correction has been made to account for scanning 

inefficiency. 
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7.4 ANTINEUTRINO CROSS—SECTION AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY 

In order to calculate the total cross—section the measured 

number of events per 15 cm flux was divided by the Monte—Carlo number 

from DIS14tJNU, assuming the same neutrino energy and muon momentum cuts, 

a beam divergence of .20 mrad, Kfrratio of .047, bubble chamber liquid 

density of .67gcm 3, and a total cross section given by 

-30 
E555  1p 	cLuz  cel /  N' taxiieDst 

Tho error on this number is determined mainly by the error on the beam 

divergence and also on the production spectrum. Fig 7.7 shows the variation 

in  p for ē,,72a5JVj  ? ) S Vas a function of beam divergence. Since the 
G 

beam divergence cannot be accurately pinned dorm by the muon profiles 

owing to the uncertainty of the delta—ray subtraction, we assume the 

maximum error on 
	

is thus 2%. 

Finally, the total antineutrino cross—section as a function 

of energy is displayed in Fig 7.8. An additional error of 10% should 

be included in the data point above 100 Gev to accomodate the uncertainty 

in the g/-ratio. No correction has been made for smearing in the neutrino 

energy in the pion peak. 

7.5 CONCLUSION  

The cross—section data presented in this thesis are consistent 

with the hypothesis of scaling but show a general trend to rise fast-

er than the linear dependence predicted by scaling. The trend of 

the scale violating effect and the magnitude are both in agreement 

with the dependence predicted by Quantum Chromodynamics in which the 

violations are supposedly due to the higher energy neutrinos probing 

Cr 



the fine structure of the proton revealed by a large Q2 intermediate 

vector boson 

The curves in Fig 7e8 show the prediction of QCD for two 

different values of the parameter A y which determines the 
2 

dependence of the strong coupling constant 645 through the 

relation 
cxs -cclz) Z 

24" 
	I~ 	(sv9) 

The data are clearly not accurate enough to distinguish 

between any particular value of !k at this staged 
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APP.~i' TDIX A  

In the neutrino scattering depicted in fig. 2.1 the three 

kincmatically independent lorentz invariant quantities tray be chosen 

to be e, 	l 	. Then equation 2.2 may be derived from equation 
2.1 via the following argument. 

The quantities 

S',v~"!2 

o vL 8/1 and "1°16'49- 

Q7-ftit6yEt, 	zm &-yxy 

are given by 

vvc)c 4-S 

a,GyCl-`;j~ 

l - - '~".`q2. 
C. 	) 

eit r't 	ZE,/(t-) 	t - `-6 
The differential cross-suction d rust be evaluated by replacing 

'J with somo other variable z say, and performing the differentiation 

with respect to this variable afterwards letting z = > . The result is 

cC4c26/2 = ( -s -,. j0/2 

(t- ‘1,z) 

3"= 

i 

nA.9 

then the equation 2.1 

2 	2 
6- _ 
	e~ c 	u~ 

zdv zn ~~ 
becomes 

yl ~) wa Mc 
	± x C ~t—WL, vv  

EY(i-)  

t t,J
i 

1 

gm r 
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Equation 2.2 is recovered if we make the identification 

1n/, 

~9_ 
L. 

and to make the apurozimation that 
IV 	<c 

which is valid for high energy experiments where E,>?t'i,. so that the 

above relation becomes 

y 

d °r 	q S 	(t. ) p f yz (2)c t"' 	± ~j Ct --`'J/z~ £ ~3 Z 	r 	r~ 

(1" z) 
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APPENDIX B  

?he elementary cross-sections for scattering of neutrinos of 

spin one-hplf quarks and anti-quarks are 

criker ) 	- 

Those relations are a consequence of helicity conservation. In the 

neutrino case there is zero holicity in the initial state and hence 

no angle dependence to the scattering cross-section. In the anti-neutrino 

case there is a. net 5 r;tt 	of -1 (4 from the _:_and z from the 

anti-quark) in the direction of the incident neutrino beam. (See 

fig. B.1) and hence angular dependence of the form. 

(t +cot&'--)a 

in the centre of anmentum system (CMS). By considering the dot product 

of the quark and final state lepton four vectors, one may shoe that the 
Z 

( (fic4~6 : dependence is equivalent to the (1 - y)2 dependence. 

The formulae 2.3 are then recovered by adding the elementary 

quark and anti-quark cross-sections with the centre of momentwa energy 
given by 

S = CxPt4*,,) 	 v 

The consequences of the quark parton model may be derived from 

the follouing argument, considering equation 2.3 

Co-) 
xa, -r+ 

cPo--)1k) 	 ct(x-) 	(11) 

cbc.c 	L 
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Solation (a) may be re—written by simple algebraic manipulations as 

d.16-14 = q15 	)(cp (x.) 	Cx-) ) -~- ~jl{q,(x)i-eit(x)) 't Ctstbh.)6Kx.) 
do- 	tir 

collecting terms in q(x) and q(x) we recover relation.Ca). Fence by 

comparing term in this equation uith the neutrino scattering equation 2.2, 
2  

 s 
	F Cc) C 1'3 	t Z (zx r (x)) rt t t1 Wz.) ;CF- Cv-) 

oblcIA 

ITC find, 	
~z (z =, 	Cz.) -t-~, Cx) = 2x F Cc ) 

x F CX-) = ì(x) — q,(r-) 

Tho first of these relations is the Callan-Gross relation for spin one—half 

scattering. It applies equally well in blectro—magnetic scattering. • 

Clearly, by interchanging q(x) znd q(x), the xF3 term changes sign, as 

epectiad for anti—neutrino scattering on the basis of equation 2.2. 
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TRACK LANBELLING AND CalMENT SCHEME 	 Fig 3.6  

Label & Comment Description of Track Entry on Measurement 

Inf. Sheet 

No. of C Labels Leaving CA (L) 

CA(I) Interacting. Scatters, kinks and 

tracks disappearing in flight which 

are to be measured as corresponding 

points. 

t, 

(P) A short, straight stopping track. 

These should be measured as 

2-point tracks. 

IT 

CA (S) Stopping. Any stopping track whose 

charge can be determined by curvature. 

Note: It can be positive or negative. 

If it is negative, make sure it is 

very heavy at the end, otherwise call 

it an I. 

It 

CA (D) Decay. Decay at rest i.e. r, - u - e 
ft 

oru - e. 

CA (C) 
11 

Negative capture. A heavy, stopping  

negative track with a very short recoil 

proton at the end. 
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KA (I) Interacting. A short, straight 

interacting track whose secondaries 

must be measured. 

Enter no. of such 

tracks and the no. of 

secondaries to measur 

from each. 

QA Kink. A track which has a kink 

close to the primary vertex so that 

the outgoing track from the kink 

must also be measured. If the 

track after the kink need not be 

measured, then call it CA (I) or 

AA2 (I) instead. 

Enter no. of kinks. 

AA2 (E) Electron. Unambiguously identified 

primary electron (See Sect. 6) 

Only enter in no. of 

charged prongs. 

' AA2 (PE) Possible electron. Primary electron 

candidate which might also be a 

hadron (See Sect. 6) 

If 

MA (G) Gamma. Gammas associated to primary 

vertices. Note: one-armed gammas 

must be labelled first before all 

other gammas and V°Ts. (See Sect. 

4e) 

Total no. of gammas 

including asymetric 

ones, in the gammas 

and V°  total. Asymetr 

gammas also appear 

in a separate column. 

Fig 3.6 (continued)  
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. 

MA 50 V° 	_ _ 	_ 

, 

Included in gamma 

and V°  total. 

MA Ambiguous V°/gamma. 	These 

should only appear at the and 

of the chamber when the tracks 

both leave. 

fr 

Fi .6 continued),  

G 
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0 50 10.0 150 

R = distance of neutrino from beam axis , cm 
F`i 4.3 
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PT  = The muon transverse momentum 

P. = The muon momentum vector 

Ph 	= The hadronic transverse momentum in the mu-nu piano 

= The measured hadronic transverse momentum in the 
mu-nu plane. 

B 	= The angle of the muon with respect to the beam 

B h = The angle of the hadronic vector with respect to 
the beam in the mu-nu plane. 

= The angle of the measured hadrons with respect to 
the beam direction in the mu-nu plane. 

Fig 7.1  
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Fig 7.6 (continued)  
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